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Boston Symphony Orchestra

CHARLES MUNCH, Music Director

Since the current recordings by this Orchestra for RCA Victor consist of 84

different numbers, too long to list in this space, selections are here presented.

COMPLETE WORKS FOR CHORUS AND ORCHESTRA
Berlioz

Romeo and Juliet LM-6011

Harvard and Radcliffe Choruses

Soloists: Margaret Roggero, Leslie Chabay,

Yi-Kwei Sze

The Damnation of Faust LM-6114

Harvard and Radcliffe Choruses

Soloists: Suzanne Danco, David Poleri, Martial

Singher, Donald Gramm

L'Enfance du Christ LM-6053

New England Conservatory Chorus
Soloists: Cesare Valletti, Florence Kopleff, Gerard

Souzay, Giorgio Tozzi

Debussy

Ravel

M

The Martyrdom of Saint Sebastian LM-2030

New England Conservatory Chorus

Soloists: Phyllis Curtin, Florence Kopleff, Cather-

ine Akos

Narrator: Charles Munch

The Blessed Damozel LM-1907

Radcliffe Choral Society

Soloists: Victoria de los Angeles, Carol Smith

(Reverse side: Berlioz, Nuits d'ete (Victoria de los

Angeles)

Nocturnes LM-1939

Berkshire Festival Chorus

Conductor: Pierre Monteux
(Reverse side: "La Mer")

Daphnis and Chloe LM-1893

New England Conservatory and Alumnae Chorus



SEVENTY-SEVENTH SEASON • NINETEEN HUNDRED FIFTY-SEVEN - FIFTY-EIGHT

Second Program

TUESDAY EVENING, December 17, at 8:30 o'clock

Brahms Academic Festival Overture, Op. 80

Mendelssohn Symphony No. 5, in D major, "Reformation," Op. 107

Andante; Allegro con fuoco

Allegro vivace

Andante

Chorale: Ein' feste Burg ist unser Gott (Andante con moto);

Allegro vivace; Allegro maestoso

INTERMISSION

Beethoven Symphony No. 3 in E-flat major, "Eroica," Op. 55

I. Allegro con brio

II. Marcia funebre: Adagio assai

III. Scherzo: Allegro vivace

IV. Finale: Allegro molto

BALDWIN PIANO RCA VICTOR RECORDS
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ACADEMIC FESTIVAL OVERTURE, Op. 80

By Johannes Brahms

Born at Hamburg, May 7, 1833; died at Vienna, April 3, 1897

The overture was composed in 1880; first performed January 4, 1881, at the
University of Breslau.

The orchestration: 2 flutes and piccolo, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons and
contra-bassoon, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba, bass drum, timpani,
cymbals, triangle and strings.

Brahms' two overtures, the "Akademische Fest-Ouvertiire" and the

"Tragische Ouvertiire" were composed in one summer — in 1880

at Bad Ischl. It was his first summer in this particular resort, and

although he was somewhat discouraged by an abundance of rainy

weather, its charms drew him again in later years (1889-96). "I must

give high praise to Ischl," he wrote to Billroth in June, 1880, "and

although I am threatened only with one thing — the fact that half

Vienna is here — I can be quiet here — and on the whole I do not

dislike it." Which is to say that Ischl had already become the gather-

ing point of a constant round of cronies from Vienna. Brahms' friends

of course would scrupulously respect the solitudes of the master's

mornings — the creative hours spent, partly in country walks, partly

in his study. Later in the day he would welcome the relaxation of

companionship — of conversation to an accompaniment of black cigars

and coffee, of mountaineering (Brahms was a sturdy walker), or of

music-making together.

When the University at Breslau conferred upon Brahms, in the

spring of 1879, the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, the composer

responded in kind, and made the institution the handsome present of

an overture on student airs. Presents of this sort are not to be unduly

hastened when artistic good faith and the heritage of the musical

world are considered. Brahms composed and destroyed another

"Academic" overture before this one, if Heuberger is not mistaken.

The performance came the following January, when Brahms con-

ducted it at Breslau, while the Herr Rektor and members of the

philosophical faculty sat in serried ranks, presumably gowned, in

the front rows.

It goes without saying that both Brahms and his overture were

quite innocent of such "academic" formality. It is about a tavern

table, the faculty forgotten, that music enters spontaneously into

German college life. Although Brahms never attended a university he

had tasted something of this life at Gottingen when, as a younger man,

he visited with Joachim, who was studying at the University. Brahms

did not forget the melody that filled the Kneipe, inspired by good

[4]



SEVENTY-SEVENTH SEASON • NINETEEN HUNDRED FIFTY-SEVEN - FIFTY-EIGHT

Boston Symphony Orchestra

CHARLES MUNCH, Music Director

AN EXTRA
OPEN REHEARSAL

THURSDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 19, at 7:30 o'clock

Program

Bach Chorale Variations on a Christmas Song

(Transcribed by Stravinsky)

Mozart Concerto for Bassoon

Soloist: SHERMAN WALT

Honegger A Christmas Cantata

Chorus and Soloists

Tickets are now on sale at the box office, $2
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company and good beer. Student songs, with their Volkslied flavor,

inevitably interested him. He found use for four of them. "Wir hatten

gebauet ein stdttliches Haus" is first given out by the trumpets. "Der

Landesvater" ("Hort, ich sing' das Lied der Lieder") is used rhyth-

mically, delightfully developed. The "Fuchslied" or Freshman's Song

("Was kommt dort von der Hdh' ") is the choice of the unbuttoned

Brahms, and leaves all educational solemnities behind. The air is

introduced by two bassoons. When Brahms wrote Kalbeck that he had

composed "a very jolly potpourri on students' songs a la Suppe"

Kalbeck inquired jokingly whether he had used the "Fox song." "Oh,

yes," said Brahms complacently. Kalbeck, taken aback, protested that

he could not imagine any such tune used in homage to the "leathery

Herr Rektor," and Brahms answered: "That is wholly unnecessary."

Brahmsian horseplay does not get quite out of hand, and the dignities

are saved beyond doubt when the full orchestra finally intones the

hearty college hymn, "Gaudeamus Igitur"

[copyrighted]

SYMPHONY NO. 5, "REFORMATION," in D major, Op. 107

By Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy

Born at Hamburg on February 3, 1809; died at Leipzig on November 4, 1847

Mendelssohn composed his "Reformation" Symphony between the autumn of

1829, and April, 1830 and first performed it at a concert in the Singakademie, Berlin,

November 15, 1832. The score was published posthumously in 1868 and, performed

in many cities in that year, was first heard in the United States at a concert of the

Handel and Haydn Society in the Boston Music Hall on May 9, Karl Zerrahn con-

ducting. The symphony has been performed at the concerts of this orchestra

January 20, 1882, November 2, 1883, March 12, 1886, January 2, 1920, March 29, 1945,

and February 10-11, 1950.

CAMBRIDGE TRUST COMPANY
Harvard Square

Our Trust Department would

welcome your inquiry.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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The score calls for 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 horns, 2 trumpets,

3 trombones, timpani and strings. A serpent doubling a contra-bassoon is indicated

in the last movement.*

When Mendelssohn composed his "Reformation" Symphony in

North Wales in September, 1829, he had in mind the celebration

planned in Germany for the following year of the Tercentenary of

the Augsburg Confession, the drawing up of the Constitution of the

Protestant faith in June, 1530. The composer used in the introduc-

tion to the first movement the so-called "Dresden Amen," otherwise

known to us as the cadence of the Eucharist motive in Wagner's

"Parsifal." Each composer had undoubtedly heard, while living in

Dresden, this response of Roman Catholic sources, then familiar in

the churches of the Saxon capital. It exists in two forms, and the

cadence with the familiar rising sixths was used by both composers.

The chorale attributed to Luther, "Em' feste Burg ist unser Gott,"

becomes the subject of the introduction to the Finale. It appears at

the beginning, first heard from the solo flute. It undergoes proud

returns in the body of the movement, in augmentation. The old

chorale melody which Mendelssohn resurrected differs from the form

familiar to us in Bach's arrangement of the chorale and his Cantata

based upon it. When the "Reformation" Symphony was generally

made known to the musical world in 1868, enthusiasts first remarked

that the use of the Roman Catholic response, the "Dresden Amen,"

* The serpent, obsolescent at that time, was used in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
to accompany plainsong in churches. Marin Marsenne, in his "Harmonie Universelle" (1636-
37) claimed that the serpent, even when played by a boy, could well support "the voices of
twenty robust monks." It may have been on account of the religious association that Mendels-
sohn introduced the serpent in the bass of his orchestra for the chorale (however, he used a
serpent in his "Sea Calm and Prosperous Voyage," and also in his "St. Paul"). The serpent,
once a popular brass bass (to which family it belongs by virtue of its cup mouthpiece) was
last heard in military bands, but was abandoned, largely because it was so awkward to carry.
Cecil Forsyth, in his invaluable book on orchestration, describes its legendary virtues and
obvious deficiencies, and concludes : "The old instrument presented the appearance of a
dishevelled drain pipe which was suffering internally." Now, the serpent is to be found in glass
cases, seen but not heard. There are two specimens in the Casadesus Collection of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra.

IKVlny YOUF grandfather turned up safe and sound,

r«o*»^^ *u -» back where he'd first seen that fascinat- ^uranaiatner ±ta,n ing engine. No spanking from his re-

AlfVCty, That Day lieved mother. For 95 years, children
v

have been getting happily lost here, •
He was five years old, and he had seen among the red engines and other fas- §}
a red engine here on a visit to Schwarz cinators we sell, at competitive prices. *
with his mother. Suddenly she missed Come in and get lost, and love it. £
him. After quite a boy-hunt, your Send for free Catalogue BS *

SCHWARZ Famous Toy Store

0% 40 Newbury St., Boston 16, Mass., Telephone: Commonwealth 6-5101

fi^i' New York • Ardmore. Pa. Jm
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in the introduction to the first movement was followed by an Allegro

con fuoco of "ferocious sectarian struggle." The emergence and ulti-

mate prevalence of the chorale at the end of the Symphony fitted into

their picture, but the airy middle movement did not. They could do

no better than point to the fact that Mendelssohn had not specifically

called it a "scherzo" in his score.

When the celebration of the anniversary failed to take place in 1830,

Mendelssohn was apparently relieved. He wrote to Dorn in June:

"Perhaps it is as well for some reasons that the performance has been

postponed, for it occurred to me afterwards that the chorale part and

the other Catholicisms would have a strange appearance in a theatre,

and that the Reformation song would not sound very well at Whit-

suntide."

One curious fact about Mendelssohn the composer, often remarked

by his friends, was his ability to carry a new score in his head, remem-

bered in every detail. Mendelssohn's friend Eduard Devrient has

written in his "Recollections" of Mendelssohn that the composer

talked over the plan of the "Reformation" Symphony freely in the

year of its composition and played the leading subjects to him. "With

the greatest expectations I saw the work arise. In this work he tried

a strange experiment in writing down the score, which I had scarcely

deemed practicable. It is well known that scores are generally written

by noting down only the bass, the leading phrases and effects in their

appropriate lines, thus giving a complete outline of a movement, and

leaving the remainder of the instrumentation to be filled in afterwards.

Felix undertook to write bar by bar, down the entire score, the whole

of the instrumentation. It is true that he never wrote out a composi-

tion until it was quite completed in his head, and he had played it

over to those nearest to him; but nevertheless this was a gigantic effort

of memory, to fit in each detail, each doubling of parts, each solo effect

barwise, like an immense mosaic. It was wonderful to watch the black

column slowly advance upon the blank music paper. Felix said it was

so great an effort that he would never do it again; he discontinued the

process after the first movement of the symphony. It had proved his

power, however, mentally to elaborate a work in its minutest details."

KANEGIS GALLERY
123 NEWBURY STREET •$• BOSTON

COPLEY 7-6735

paintings • etchings • lithographs
FINE CUSTOM FRAM ING MODERN AND TRADITIONAL
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The fact that Mendelssohn could so clearly visualize an unwritten

score is not the only remarkable thing about the way he composed. The

summer which produced the "Scottish" and "Reformation" Symphonies

and the "Hebrides" Overture would surely have been a summer of

postponement for any usual young man of twenty, whatever his abilities

and ambitions. He then went to England as the first venture in his

pilgrimage to see the world with the avowed purpose of generally

broadening himself. Between visits to London, where he conducted

and played the piano, he had time to travel about Scotland, taking in

every historical relic, sketching scenery, and describing his experiences

at great length in letters to his family in Berlin. During all this time

he was being perpetually entertained and responded in kind. Where
he found leisure to dream out his scores it would be hard to say. It is

often true that a composer's outward life, although recorded in great

detail, quite fails to account for the secret creative life of the artist.

[copyrighted]
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AN EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS
by

BOSTON AND CAMBRIDGE SUBSCRIBERS
and

FRIENDS AND MEMBERS OF

THE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
will be held in the

SYMPHONY HALL GALLERY
beginning January 3, 1958

Those who wish to submit paintings will receive application

forms on request at the Box Office. This application must be
returned by Monday, December 23.
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SYMPHONY NO. 3 IN E-FLAT, "EROICA," Op. 55

By Ludwig van Beethoven

Born in Bonn, December 16 (?), 1770; died at Vienna, March 26, 1827

Composed in the years 1802-1804, the Third Symphony was first performed at
a private concert in the house of Prince von Lobkowitz in Vienna, December, 1804,
the composer conducting. The first public performance was at the Theater an der
Wien, April 7, 1805. The parts were published in 1806, and dedicated to Prince
von Lobkowitz. The score was published in 1820.

The symphony is scored for 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 3 horns,
2 trumpets, timpani and strings.

Those who have listened to the Eroica Symphony have been re-

minded, perhaps too often, that the composer once destroyed in

anger a dedication to Napoleon Bonaparte. The music, as one returns

to it in the course of succeeding years, seems to look beyond Napoleon,

as if it really never had anything to do with the man who once fell

short of receiving a dedication. Sir George Grove once wrote: "Though
the Eroica was a portrait of Bonaparte, it is as much a portrait of

Beethoven himself — but that is the case with everything he wrote."

Sir George's second remark was prophetic of the present point of view.

The name of Napoleon is now little associated with the score, except

in the form of an often repeated anecdote.

The concept of heroism which plainly shaped this symphony, and

which sounds through so much of Beethoven's music, would give no

place to a self-styled "Emperor" who was ambitious to bring all

Europe into vassalage, and ready to crush out countless lives in order

to satisfy his ambition. If the Eroica had ever come to Napoleon's

attention, which it probably did not, its inward nature would have

been quite above his comprehension — not to speak, of course, of

^ fJotJ/e Gift

Exceptional Original Prints

•Old Master Modern American

Illustrated catalogues free upon request

R. M. LIGHT & CO.

Fine Prints

10 Dana Street, Cambridge

By appointment TR 6-1356
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musical comprehension. Its suggestion is of selfless heroes, those who
give their lives to overthrow tyrants and liberate oppressed peoples.

Egmont was such a hero, Leonore such a heroine. The motive that gave

musical birth to those two characters also animated most of Beethoven's

music, varying in intensity, but never in kind. It grew from the

thoughts and ideals that had nurtured the French Revolution.

Beethoven was never more completely, more eruptively revolution-

ary than in his Eroica Symphony. Its first movement came from all

that was defiant in his nature. He now tasted to the full the intoxica-

tion of artistic freedom. This hunger for freedom was one of his

deepest impulses, and it was piqued by his sense of servitude to titles.

Just or not, the resentment was real to him, and it increased his kin-

ship with the commoner, and his ardent republicanism. The Eroica,

of course, is no political document, except in the degree that it was

the deep and inclusive expression of the composer's point of view at

the time. And there was much on his heart. This was the first out-

spoken declaration of independence by an artist who had outgrown

the mincing restrictions of a salon culture in the century just ended.

But, more than that, it was a reassertion of will power. The artist,

first confronted with the downright threat of total deafness, answered

by an unprecedented outpouring of his creative faculties. There, es-

The Trustees wish to express

their appreciation to the sub-

cribers who are generously

turning in their tickets when
they are unable to attend a

concert. These tickets are re-

sold to help reduce the deficit.

A telephone call to Symphony
Hall to give the location and

name of the subscriber is

sufficient.

Commonwealth 6-1492

•

C •jrumitureudtom
. . . design your own!

Desks, Dining Tables, Coffee Tables,

Foam Couches, Benches, Shelf Units

from an exciting assortment of

prefabricated parts

jHo±aie±

Imported ceramic tiles

Venetian glass tiles

furniture-in-parts

42 Boylston Street

Harvard Square, Cambridge
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pecially, lie the struggle, the domination, the suffering, and the triumph

of the Eroica Symphony. The heroism that possesses the first movement
is intrepidity where faith and strength become one, a strength which

exalts and purines. The funeral march, filled with hushed mystery, has

no odor of mortality; death had no place in Beethoven's thoughts as

artist. The spirit which gathers and rises in the middle portion sweeps

inaction aside and becomes a life assertion. The shouting triumph

of the variation Finale has no tramp of heavy, crushing feet; it is a

jubilant exhortation to all mankind, a foreshadowing of the Finales

of the Fifth and Ninth Symphonies. It is entirely incongruous as ap-

plied to the vain and preening Corsican and his bloody exploits.

Beethoven may once have had some misty idea of a noble liberator; he

was to have an increasingly bitter experience of the misery which spread

in Napoleon's wake.

The immense step from the Second Symphony to the Third is

primarily an act of the imagination. The composer did not base his

new power on any new scheme; he kept the form of the salon sym-

phony* which, as it stood, could have been quite incongruous to his

every thought, and began furiously to expand and transform. The
exposition is a mighty projection of 155 bars, music of concentrated

force, wide in dynamic and emotional range, conceived apparently in

one great sketch, where the pencil could hardly keep pace with the

outpouring thoughts. There are no periodic tunes here, but fragments

of massive chords, and sinuous rhythms, subtly articulated but inex-

tricable, meaningless as such except in their context. Every bar bears

the heroic stamp. There is no melody in the conventional sense, but

in its own sense the music is melody unbroken, in long ebb and flow,

vital in every part. Even before the development is reached the com-

poser has taken us through mountains and valleys, shown us the range,

the universality of his subject. The development is still more incredible,

as it extends the classical idea of a brief thematic interplay into a sec-

* He first projected the movements conventionally, as the sketchbooks show. The opening:
chords of the first movement, stark and arresting, were originally sketched as a merely stiff

dominant-tonic cadence. The third movement first went upon paper as a minuet. Variations
were then popular, and so were funeral marches, although they were not used in symphonies.

^Dinners of ^Distinction
in Old Boston

Number 9 Knox Street Edmund B. Stanley

by reservation only HU 2-3494
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tion of 250 bars. It discloses vaster scenery, in which the foregoing

elements are newly revealed, in their turn generating others. The re-

capitulation (beginning with the famous passage where the horns

mysteriously sound the returning tonic E-flat against a lingering

dominant chord) restates the themes in the increased strength and

beauty of fully developed acquaintance.

But still the story is not told. In an unprecedented coda of 140 bars,

the much exploited theme and its satellites reappear in fresh guise,

as if the artist's faculty of imaginative growth could never expend

itself. This first of the long codas is one of the most astonishing parts

of the Symphony. A coda until then had been little more than a bril-

liant close, an underlined cadence. With Beethoven it was a resolution

in a deeper sense. The repetition of the subject matter in the reprise

could not be for him the final word. The movement had been a narra-

tive of restless action — forcefulness gathering, striding to its peak and

breaking, followed by a gentler lyricism which in turn grew in tension

until the cycle was repeated. The movement required at last an es-

tablished point of repose. The coda sings the theme softly, in confident

reverie under a new and delicate violin figure. As the coda takes its

quiet course, the theme and its retinue of episodes are transfigured

into tone poetry whence conflict is banished. The main theme, ringing

and joyous, heard as never before, brings the end.

The second movement, like the first, is one of conflicting impulses,

but here assuaging melody contends, not with overriding energy, but

with the broken accents of heavy sorrow. The legato second strain in

the major eases the muffled minor and the clipped notes of the open-

ing "march" theme, to which the oboe has lent a special somber shad-

ing. The middle section, in C major, begins with a calmer, elegiac

melody, over animating staccato triplets from the strings. The triplets

become more insistent, ceasing only momentarily for broad fateful

chords, and at last permeating the scene with their determined rhythm,

as if the composer were setting his indomitable strength against tragedy

itself. The opening section returns as the subdued theme of grief gives

its dark answer to the display of defiance. But it does not long continue.

A new melody is heard in a fugato of the strings, an episode of quiet,

GEBELE1N
SlLVtKSM5T>i

See the Mayflower at GEBELEIN'S on exclusive

handwrought serving sets, baby pieces, pitcher

spoons. Also "Mayflower" candlesticks in Sterling,

At the teapot sign Pilgrim souvenir spoons, and other suggestions

79 CHESTNUT ST. for gifts of traditional association and interest.

Repair Services
BOSTON 8

Foot of Beacon Hill
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Boston Symphony Orchestra
CHARLES MUNCH, Music Director

SCHEDULE OF CONCERTS, Winter Season i957-*958

OCTOBER
4-5 Boston

8 Boston
11-12 Boston

15 Rochester
16 Toronto
17 Ann Arbor
18 Detroit

19 Lexington
20 Bloomington
2

1

Cincinnati

25-26 Boston

29 Boston

31 Boston

NOVEMBER

(Fri.-Sat. I)

(Tues. A)
(Fri.-Sat. II)

1-2

3

5
8-9
11

12

13

14

15
16

19
20

22-23
26

29-30

Boston
Boston
Providence
Boston
Northampton
New Haven
New York
Newark
Brooklyn
New York
Boston
Cambridge
Boston
Cambridge
Boston

DECEMBER
1 Boston

3 Providence

5 Boston
6-7 Boston
10 Boston
11 New York
1

2

Washington
13 Brooklyn

14 New York
1

7

Cambridge
20-2

1

Boston
27-28 Boston

JANUARY
3-4 Boston

5 Boston

7 Boston
8 Boston

10-1

1

Boston

14 Hartford

15 New York
1

6

Storrs

(Fri.-Sat. Ill)

(Tues. B)
(Rehearsal I)

(Fri.-Sat. IV)

(Sun. a)

(I)

(Fri.-Sat. V)

(I)

(Wed. I)

(I)

(Sat. I)

(Tues. C)
(Kresge Aud. M.I.T.)

(Fri.-Sat. VI)

(I)

(Fri.-Sat. VII)

(Sun. b)

(II)

(Rehearsal II)

(Fri.-Sat. VIII)

(Tues. D)
(Wed. II)

(I)

(II)

(Sat. II)

(II)

(Fri.-Sat. IX)
(Fri.-Sat. X)

(Fri.-Sat. XI)
(Sun. c)

(Tues. E)
(Rehearsal III)

(Fri.-Sat. XII)

(Wed III)

17 Brooklyn
18 New York
2

1

Providence
24-25 Boston

28 Boston

29 Boston

3 1-

FEBRUARY
1 Boston
2 Boston

4 Cambridge
7-8 Boston
10 Bridgeport
11 New Haven
12 New York
13 Washington
14 Brooklyn

15 New York
18 Cambridge

21-22 Boston

23 Boston

25 Providence

27 Boston
28-

MARCH

(III)

(Sat. Ill)

("I)

(Fri.-Sat. XIII)
(Tues. F)

(Rehearsal IV)

(Fri.-Sat. XIV)

(Sun. d)

(III)

(Fri.-Sat. XV)

(II)

(Wed. IV)
(II)

(IV)

(Sat. IV)
(IV)

(Fri.-Sat. XVI)
(Sun. e)

(IV)

(Rehearsal V)

(Fri.-Sat. XVII)

1

4
7-8

9

10

11

17

18

19
20
21

22

25

27
28-29

30

APRIL
1

3-5
8

11-12

18-19

22

24
25-26

Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston

Worcester
Providence
Boston
Springfield

New London
New York
Philadelphia
Brooklyn
New York
Cambridge
Boston
Boston
Boston

Boston
Boston
Cambridge
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston

(Tues. G)
(Fri.-Sat. XVIII)

(Pension Fund Concert,
Aft. and Eve.)

(V)

(Fri-Sat. XIX)

(Wed. V)

(V)

(Sat. V)
(V)

(Rehearsal VI)
(Fri.-Sat. XX)
(Sun. f)

Oues. H)
(fhurs.-Sat. XXI)
(VI)

(Fri.-Sat. XXII)
(Fri.-Sat. XXIII)
(Tues. I)

(Rehearsal VII)

(Fri.-Sat. XXIV)
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SEVENTY-SEVENTH SEASON • NINETEEN HUNDRED FIFTY-SEVEN -FIFTY-EIGHT

Boston Symphony Orchestra

CHARLES MUNCH, Music Director

The remaining Tuesday evening concerts in this series will

be as follows:

February 4 CHARLES MUNCH, Conductor

MARCEL MULE, Saxophone

February 18 CHARLES MUNCH, Conductor

March 25 CHARLES MUNCH, Conductor

April 8 CHARLES MUNCH, Conductor

Tickets are on sale at the subscription office, Symphony Hall

CO 6-1492

The Cambridge concerts are televised by Station WGBH-TV
(Channel 2).

The concerts of this orchestra are broadcast complete as follows

in Boston: Station WGBH (FM), the Friday afternoon and

Saturday evening concerts; Station WXHR (FM), the Friday

afternoon, Sunday afternoon, and Tuesday evening concerts;

Station WCRB (AM and FM), the Saturday evening concerts.

For dates see page opposite.

BALDWIN PIANO RCA VICTOR RECORDS

SANDERS THEATRE • CAMBRIDGE
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steady assertion, characteristic of the resolution Beethoven found in

counterpoint. The whole orchestra joins to drive the point home. But
a tragic decrescendo and a reminiscence of the funeral first theme i*

again the answer. Now Beethoven thunders his protest in mighty
chords over a stormy accompaniment. There is a long subsidence — a

magnificent yielding this time — and a return of the hrst theme again,

now set forth in full voice. As in the first movement, there is still lack-

ing the final answer, and that answer comes in another pianissimo coda,

measures where peacefulness is found and sorrow accepted, as the

theme, broken into incoherent fragments, comes to its last concord.

The conquering life resurgence comes, not shatteringly, but in a
breath-taking pianissimo, in the swiftest, most wondrous Scherzo Bee-

thoven had composed. No contrast more complete could be imagined.

The Scherzo is another exhibition of strength, but this time it is

strength finely controlled, unyielding and undisputed. In the Trio, the

horns, maintaining the heroic key of E-flat, deliver the principal phrases

alone, in three-part harmony. The Scherzo returns with changes, such
as the repetition of the famous descending passage of rhythmic dis-

placement in unexpected duple time instead of syncopation. If this

passage is "humorous," humor must be defined as the adroit and fanci-

ful play of power.
And now in the Finale, the tumults of exultant strength are released.

A dazzling flourish, and the bass of the theme is set forward simply
by the plucked strings. It is repeated, its bareness somewhat adorned
before the theme proper appears over it, by way of the wood winds.*
The variations disclose a fugato, and later a new theme, a sort of

"second subject" in conventional martial rhythm but an inspiriting

stroke of genius in itself. The fugato returns in more elaboration, in

which the bass is inverted. The music takes a graver, more lyric pace
for the last variation, a long poco andante. The theme at this tempo
has a very different expressive beauty. There grows from it a new
alternate theme (first given to the oboe and violin). The principal
theme now strides majestically across the scene over triplets of increas-

ing excitement which recall the slow movement. There is a gradual
dying away in which the splendor of the theme, itself unheard, still

lingers. A presto brings a gleaming close.

* The varied theme had already appeared under Beethoven's name as the finale of

Prometheus, as a contra-dance, and as a set of piano variations. Was this fourth use of

it the persistent exploitation of a particularly workable tune, or the orchestral realization

for which the earlier uses were as sketches? The truth may lie between.

[copyrighted]

GERTRUDE R. NISSENBAUM

VIOLIN
TEACHER — COACH

500 BOYLSTON STREET
TEL COMMONWEALTH 6-3361 BOSTON 16. MASSACHUSETTS
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Notice the vibrant, golden tones
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The composition is perfect,

a delightfully refreshing brew,

dry and light, sparkling bright.

And the bottle of Red Cap Ale,
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that is light and delightfully pale.
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